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Security operations are the major artery for organizing, recording, filing, 
monitoring, controlling all what enters and leaves or happened within your 
property. 

On the other hand, performing security and loss prevention operations  costs 
organizations’ money, it takes time, effort and space.

SECUREWARE is a revolutionary software that will change the terms regarding 
security operations on the field totally and for good.

Imagine a tool that can manage, store, organize, approve all your security 
matters, under one data base. On your hand, online from anywhere and anytime, 
by only one click you get access to your Security and loss Prevention operations 
24/7 with the archive of 36 months covering:

1- Access control
2- Work Permits 
3- Patrolling reports
4- Lost & founds
5- Outgoing authorizations
5- Key managements and …. more.

BUT NOT ANYMORE

What does SECUREWARE do?



SECUREWARE is an efficient way in 
controlling the access of everything including; 
Individuals - (visitors, casual staff, contractors 
and suppliers…), Items - (materials, supplies, 
goods, tools and properties in general…), 
Information - (data, reports, statistics, and 
users that have the access to information…).

Easy to fill out digital form with scanned ID/Supporting Documents and Digital Signature
Less risk of lost, damaged data or misplaced documents
Paperless recording of all forms and documents
Gives the convenience of tracking and connecting work permits with contractors
Digital time stamp of incoming and outgoing – individuals and items.

How will SECUREWARE help my organization to save money and 
improve productivity ??

Cloud transfer and storage of data collected 
in the field that SECUREWARE program 
provide:

Makes it easier for all users to collaborate 
and share data. 
Get quick electronic work permits approvals 
from contractor & management.
Improved employees’ productivity. 
Strengthen communication channel between 
management and ground operations.
Locating the approval IP Address and GPS 
of the computer where was it done from for 
record purposes.

For employees, operating with SECUREWARE, means no paper to 
“work” with- -no files to juggle and no containers to secure. Their 
office can fit into a pocket. 

Expensive operating costs 
Slow communication 
Waste time and money
Storage space needed 
Hard access to data
Slow approval process
Fire hazard which might arise from 
paper storage

Without SECUREWARE With SECUREWARE

Boost productivity
Reduce costs
Improve employee productivity
Decrease paper storage space into 0%
No fire hazard 
Easier to find and share documents
Remote approvals from all over the world

ACCESS CONTROL

WORK PERMITS



How will SECUREWARE protect my company assets ??

Easy recording of any assets taken from or returned to the property.
Accurate electronic time stamp of any transaction.
Convenient way to check any assets currently outside the property
Quick follow-up for any pending items in need to be returned
Centralized system with fool proof back up for any number of assets.
Consistent notification through email and system for pending items to be returned.
Get quick electronic work permits approvals from contractor & management.

Improve the way you record the going and returning of assets or items in the property.

OUTGOING AUTHORIZATIONS

Expensive operating costs 
Slow communication 
Waste time and money
Storage space needed 
Hard access to data
Forgotten assets date of return
Slow approval process
Fire hazard which might arise from 
paper storage

Boost productivity
Reduce costs
Improve employee productivity
Decrease paper storage space into 0%
Updated reminder through email and 
system
No fire hazard 
Easier to find and share documents
Remote approvals from all over the world

Without SECUREWARE With SECUREWARE
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PATROLLING INCIDENTS
100% efficient Provide daily reports 
and Incident Reports on the spot of the 
incident. Strong communication channel 
between basic software base and patrolling 
mobile application that assist users to take 
pictures of incident, attached location, 
details, concerned department, and send 
automatically the reports via Mobile phones 
directly.

Long duration of time between 
preparing and reporting process
Weak communication channel
Preparing reports 
Taking notes 
Extra physical movement 
Probability to miss note or forget details
Sending emails over and over 

All of that on the spot of the incident 

Making work flows and reporting faster
Automatic sending, filing, system
Saving time and efforts 
Moveable technology with you 24/7
Strong communication channel
Immediate reporting option
Smart searching ability 
United data base
Faster update to the incident status
Reducing the load on the organization server 

Without SECUREWARE With SECUREWARE
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How SECUREWARE will meet the challenges organizing Lost Found?

Unlike traditional systems, SECUREWARE is protecting, organizing and storing information’s, as 
the software designed to operate various tasks such as:

Reduce paper work to 0% as the system is 100% DIGITAL.
Electronic approvals to release the found items 
Protecting your data from damage. By having backup system operate 24/7.
Classify and categories data: (valuable non-valuable and more options to control Lost & Found 
matters)
Avail users to look after items easily with smart search options 
Access to unlimited storage 24/7 under one united Data-Base

LOST & FOUND 

100% Paperwork expenses 
Required space to store 
Hard access to information
High probability to lose control 
Storage space needed 
Fire hazard which might arise from paper 
storage

Cheap and reduce costs .
100% digital system .
Backup system operates 24/7. Protected 
data from loss.
Smart Classification and categorizing.
Easy access to information with smart 
search options.
Access to unlimited storage 27/4 under one 
united Data-Base.
No storage needed
No Fire hazard arising from stored 
documents

Without SECUREWARE With SECUREWARE



Effective key management system is highly required to control 
security within a facility. 

Reduce paper work to 00.00% as the system is 100% DIGITAL.
Organize daily issued keys 
Tracking the non returned keys by receiving electronic notifications
Protect your data from Damage. By having a backup system operate 24/7.
Classify and categories data: (Spare /Operational keys) and more options.
Avail users to look after keys history information’s easily with smart search options 
Access to unlimited storage 24/7 under one united Data-Base

KEY MANAGEMENT

100% Paperwork expenses 
Require space to store 
Fire hazard which might arise from paper 
storage
Hard access to information
Slow process in approval

100% DIGITAL system 
Backup system operates 24/7. Protected 
data from loss
Smart Classification and categorizing
Easy access to information with smart 
search options
Access to unlimited storage 24/7 under 
one united Data-Base
Fast and remote approvals
No storage space required and no fire 
hazard

Without SECUREWARE With SECUREWARE
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Digital technology such as SECUREWARE has vastly improved 
fulfillment accuracy, reduced delivery times, and boosted productivity.  

Allows people to access work files, information, and approve 
important documents remotely wherever they are. 

The question is
“Since digital technologies are part of our lives, 

why wouldn’t they be part of
our businesses?”
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